*As of 10/1/2013..Schedule is subject to changes

MAIN HALL
(West)

EAST HALL-North

EAST HALL-South

South Room
Upstairs

North Room Upstairs

WILL PAYNE

WENDI EDWARDS

SHARI NEVITT

GREG ALDRED

Emergency
Childbirth…just in
case. How to deliver a
baby in an emergency

Secure investing
with gemstones

Taking our bodies
from chronic illness to
optimal health

Show n Tell of
useful products
gleaned from 6
disaster
experiences

All about harnessing
thermal energy to stay
warm, & heat your house

KEVIN REEVE

SAM SPENCER

KYLE CHRISTENSEN

DOUG
THOMPSON

JOYCE KINMONT

What women Need
to Know about
Self/Family
Protection

Food Storage
Storage made easy

All About Ham
Radio---A-Z

Every Home a School

FRIDAY OCT 11
10:00am
10:3011:30

11:3012:30

12:301:15
1:152:15

2:303:30

3:454:45

4:455:45

DOORS OPEN
DIANNE
BJARNSON

Healing at home:
Allergy Elimination

Lunch Break
Sam Spencer

DOUG HUFFMAN

ROGER K YOUNG

TATIA NELSON

BOB VANCE

Preparing to survive
a Nuclear
Explosion/attack

Close Quarters
personal combat
defense

The Ins & Outs + Do’s
and Don’ts of Solar &
Wind Energy

Using Herbs for
Family &
Emergencies

Wholesome Herbs and Daily
Living

DARRYL WOOD

KEN BOWERS

CHRISTOPHER
PARRETT

DR. PATRICK
JONES

SHARON MORAN

It’s Worse than you
think. Experience
from almost all
major disasters in
the US

The Powers
Behind the
thrones

USING LDS-AVOW

Becoming a
"HomeGrown"
Herbalist

All about Essential Oils

WILL PAYNE &
MEL WISENOR

CONNIE NIELSEN

JOSEPH SMITH

Investment Gem…
Why you need to Add
them to Your
portfolio

Essentials of
Sprouting. What you
need to know.

Walipinis- how to
build below ground
greenhouses

JIM PHILLIPS

GAVIN RICH

DIANNE BJARNSON

Extreme (cold)
weather survival
techniques &
Sanitation…the silent
killer

How to take care of
injuries when
medical aid is
unavailable

Emergency
Childbirth…just in case.
How to deliver a baby in
an emergency

KYLE
CHRISTENSEN
Healing at home:
Emotions and
Angels
DOUG
THOMPSON
Ham radios and
their critical
function in an
emergency.

LINDA HACKETT
The basics of the
Constitution

DIANA BOLEY
Food Storage. Store
what you eat; Eat
what you store

5:456:45

6:457:30

DR. PATRICK
JONES

DOUG HUFFMAN

Sam Spencer

Dr.
Crabtree/Jeron
Tree

JACK MONNETT

Herbal Medicine
Making

Close Quarters
personal combat
defense

Food Storage made
easy

Emergency Trauma
in the field

When the lights go out…
preparing for an EMP strike

DINNER BREAK

ROGER K YOUNG… Special GRI PRESENTATION. “What's
Coming in the next 4 Years/What to prepare for.”

7:30—
10:30

SATURDAY OCT 12…Doors open at 8:30am

9AM10:00

10:1511:15

11:3012:30

EAST HALL-North

EAST HALL--South

CONNIE NIELSEN

Julie BehlingHovdal

Jim Norlander

All about sprouting

How to Get off Rx
Drugs with Essential
Oils

What about the
constitution?

The Basics of
Homeopathy

DOUG HUFFMAN

ROGER K. YOUNG-

CHRISTOPHER
PARRET

DR. PATRICK
JONES

Close Quarters personal
combat defense

The basics of survival,
Most 72 hr kits will kill
you, How to prepare…

LDS-AVOW… What
it is + using
AVOW2Go

Medicinal Herbs:
The Apocalypse
Apothecary

Emergency Cooking in the
field

KEVIN REEVE

Dr. Brent
Crabtree/Jeron
Tree

JACK MONNETT

Joseph Smith

GAVIN RICH

Emergency Trauma
in the field

When the lights go
out… preparing for an
EMP strike

All about
Walipinis..below
ground
greenhouses..
growing food all
year round

How to take care of
injuries when medical aid
is unavailable

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Joyce Kinmont

ROD MELDRUM

WILL PAYNE

DIANNE BJARNSON

What’s coming
… part 2 + Q&A
(continuation
from Friday night)

Every Home a School

What Caused the
Destruction at the
Time of Christ's Death?
The New Madrid,
Missouri Earthquake
Zone

Investment
Gems…the huge
upside & safety

Emergency Herbal
Medicine – Use of herbs
for shock, heart attack,
bleeding, burns, nuclear
fall-out, gall stones,
poisoning, skin problems,
infectious diseases, etc

JIM PHILIPS

SARAH MENET

TIM AALDERS

SUSAN
BARNEY/CLUFF

DARRYL WOOD

Essential
preparedness Tips
and Tricks

My near death
Experience & Vision
of the Future.

The Conservative
Constitution

All about
Essential oils

It’s worse than you
think…experiences from
most of the US major
disasters

Normalcy Bias &
Situational
Awareness… the
difference between
life & death

12:301:30
1:302:30

2:453:45

South Room
Upstairs
SHARON
MORAN

MAIN Floor

Lunch
Roger K. Young

North Room Upstairs
Wendi Edwards
Taking our bodies from
chronic illness to
optimal health

DAVE GREEN

4:005:00

5:156:15

6:157:30pm
7:308:30

8:309:30

ROGER K. YOUNG

SARAH MENET

DOUG HUFFMAN

GAVIN RICH

Shelby Smith

The Ins & Outs + Do’s
and Don’ts of Solar &
Wind Energy

…continued

Close Quarters
personal combat
defense

How to take care of
injuries when
medical aid is
unavailable

Super Prepared
Youth..Preparedness
for Teens

JACK MONETT

KYLE CHRISTENSEN

CONNIE NIELSON

KEVIN REEVE

Wendi Edwards

When the lights go out…
preparing for an EMP
strike

Healing at home:
Cold Laser Therapy

All about Sprouting

Developing
Emergency
Protocols

Taking our bodies from
chronic illness to
optimal health

Joseph Smith

AVOW

JIM PHILLIPS

Julie BehlingHovdal

KEN BOWERS

Walipini—How to build
below ground
greenhouses

AVOW

Sanitation… the deadly
& hidden killer. How
to solve the problem
before it kills you.

Essential Oils,
Reflexology &
acupressure for
family health

The Powers behind the
thrones

SHARI NEVITT

David Greene

I’ve been
there…Lessons
learned from 6
disasters

Emergency Cooking
in the field

Dinner break

ROD MELDRUM
The New Madrid
Earthquake Zone:
Historic Parallels of
Future Events in
America's Heartland

AVOW

AVOW

10:pm Termination of Expo

DETAIL INFORMATION ABOUT CLASSES & PRESENTERS:
DR. PATRICK JONES, DVM
1. Medicinal Herbs: The Apocalypse Apothecary. You can be an herbalist! Come discuss the
identification, uses and benefits of medicinal herbs, many of which can be found or grown
in your local area. At the end of this presentation you will be prepared to recognize and
successfully use a number of medicinal plants.
2. Herbal Medicine Making and Formulation. Learn to harvest and preserve medicinal herbs
and make herbal medicines including tinctures, infusions, salves, pills etc... We will also
discuss the basics of creating effective herb formulas for specific conditions.
BIO: Dr. Jones has been a practicing veterinarian for twenty years. He is the owner of Fairview
Animal Hospital in Buhl Idaho. Dr. Jones is a passionate student of herbalism and a practicing
herbalist. He uses herbs extensively in his veterinary practice and also consults as an herbalist
with human clients. In addition to his veterinary practice, Dr. Jones is the corporate
veterinarian for Silver Lining Herbs, an herbal supplement company. Dr. Jones' wife of 26
years, LoriAnn, is preparedness personified and the love of his life. Dr. and Mrs Jones are the
parents of 15 biological and adopted children.
ROGER K. YOUNG
1. GRI Friday Night Presentation: The future of America, What’s coming the next 4+ years
and Why, The Chinese Plans & Preparations, Things you should know about to prepare for.
2. The Basics of Emergency Survival and Preparedness. The priorities you should prepare
for, Most 72 hour kits will kill you, how to fix the problems, and much more.
BIO: Noted and very popular International LDS author and much sought after Lecturer, (AS A THIEF
IN THE NIGHT; BEHOLD THE FIG TREE; DREAMS & VISIONS; UPON MY HOUSE; TO YOUR
TENTS O ISRAEL; ESCAPE FROM BABYLON; ZION, THE HOLY CITY OF NEW JERUSALEM,

and other books) Preparedness Expert, Food Storage Expert, and currently Senior Editor of the
Global Research Initiative (GRI) monthly Newsletter. Roger has been writing and lecturing about the
events of the last days and preparedness for over 25 years. His lectures are often standing room
only.
KEVIN REEVE…(U.S. Seal Team trainer)
1. The Myth of the Mother Bear: What women do not know about self reliance. This
presentation will outline a specific course of action for female preppers to move them from
clawless and toothless momma bears to serious protectors. It is not about the desire to be
a protector. A mother's protective instinct is clearly very keen. It is about putting teeth and
claws behind that desire to protect. The focus is on preparing mentally and physically for
challenging times ahead.
2. Normalcy Bias and Situational Awareness: How to Stay Aware without Losing Your
Mind. This presentation will provide insight into situational awareness, what it is, how to
maintain it. We will identify the blocks to developing greater awareness and some tools
that will increase your awareness capacity. If you live in a high risk environment, and most
of us do, this information will save your life
3. Emergency Protocols: Developing Standard Operating Procedures for Emergency
Scenarios. This presentation would focus on developing priority based emergency
protocols that allow you to respond to an emergency in a pre-planned manner. It removes
panic and unnecessary thought from the situation and allows you to proceed according to
the pre-planned protocol. These protocols were developed because my travel schedule
means I am frequently away leaving my family to figure out what I had in mind. With this
notebook, they can respond to emergencies such as a power outage, flooding, a bank
holiday, and any number of other emergencies. The class will focus on writing your own
protocols using a template, that will allow you to customize to your needs.
BIO: Kevin Reeve is the founder and Director of onPoint Tactical Tracking School. Kevin has provided training
to law enforcement, SAR teams, and the US military in the arts of tracking, survival, escape and evasion and
urban operations. Prior to founding onPoint Tactical LLC, Kevin worked for one of the top tracking schools in
America. Kevin spent 8 years as a Director at this program, and was responsible for the instructor staff there
Military Units Trained:


SEAL Teams members from teams One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Dev Group, Eight, and Ten, SDV1 &
2
 Special Forces members from 3rd, 5th, 7th and 10th Groups
 Member of Combat Applications Group
 Members of 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions
 Members of Marine Force Recon
 Members of 75th Ranger Regiment
 US Air Force Parajumpers
 Members of USMC Scout/Snipers
 US Navy SERE school instructors
 Air Force SERE school instructors
Consulted for the following Agencies; FBI, US Secret Service, US Marshal Service, Florida State Bureau of
Investigation, New Jersey State Police, and a dozen other police agencies.

DARRYL WOOD
As part of the Verizon U.S. emergency response team, Darryl is on site within a day or so of
almost all major disasters in the U.S. His experience and observations of what it is REALLY
like, the problems that are faced, etc. are invaluable. It is truly a “been there, seen that.” His
message is basically… We are not being told the truth, it is actually much worse than you have
been told.
KEN BOWERS

Ken Bowers is a former chemist who began to study the Constitution and secret combinations at the age of
14. After about 35 years he wrote the book, Hiding in Plain Sight which was published in 2001. the Second
Edition came out in 2010. The book explains the combination and constitutional principles.
He then became acquainted with W. Cleon Skousen for 4-1/2 years before Skousen's death in 2006. Ken
has been lecturing throughout the West for the last 12 years. He has two other books to his credit, Beneath
the Tide and Quotations on Liberty. He has a total of 20 lectures which he gives to groups, organizations and
private homes. Please contact him for more information. He is the father of six children and lives in
Mapleton Utah.

DOUG THOMPSON, ERES, EC
1. & 2. So, you want to communicate, but the Phones (Cells and landlines) and the
Internet are done. What now?
BIO: Doug Thompson has been an Amateur Radio (HAM) operator for 10 years, has the
General FCC license, callsign W1DUG. He resides in Wasatch county and has recently been
appointed the Emergency Coordinator (EC) for said county by the State EC in the Amateur
Radio Relay League (ARRL)'s Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES). He has taught
several dozen small groups in Utah and Idaho, on how to use their new HAM radios and their
protocols. He has been a software developer for 31 years and is deploying a radio "MESH"
network in Wasatch county, developed by other HAMs who are software developers. (See
"hsmm-mesh.org" for info on "The MESH")
CHRISTOPHER PARRETT
1. Part 1…Portable Solar and Emergency Power. The solutions you can turn to for basic
power needs when the lights go out.
2. Repeat…Portable Solar and Emergency Power The solutions you can turn to for basic
power needs when the lights go out.
BIO: Former military, Editor/manager of the largest LDS preparedness site in the world.
(LDSAVOW). Author of the LDS Preparedness manual, (the #1 most popular preparedness
manual in the world) Chris sponsors multiple preparedness campouts annually, and is
considered a seasoned expert in the preparedness field… with years of experience
ACTUALLY trying the stuff out to see if it does work.
DIANNE BJARNSON, MH, M.S.M., LDEM
1. Emergency Birth – How to deliver a baby in an emergency situation. How to handle the
most common complications.
2. Emergency Herbal Medicine – Use of herbs for shock, heart attack, bleeding, burns,
nuclear fall-out, gall stones, poisoning, skin problems, infectious diseases, etc.
BIO: Dianne Bjarnson, otherwise known as the Traditional Midwife, has practiced as a midwife
for over 30 years assisting over 1,200 births. She has a Master Degree in Midwifery and is
licensed in Utah as a Direct-Entry Midwife. She founded the Midwives College of Utah and
was President of the College for the first 20 years. She is currently a faculty member of the
College and also sits on the College Board. Dianne is a Master Herbalist and has been a
faculty member of The School of Natural Healing, Springville, UT, The College of Herbs and
Natural Healing, Great Britain, and the University of Natural Medicine, Santa Fe, NM. She has
formulated many herbal formulas for www.SunstoneFormulas.com.
GAVIN RICH & JEFF MIDGLEY
1. Revolutionized Injury Treatment Training – How to take care of injuries when medical aid is
unavailable.
2. Revolutionized Injury Treatment Training – How to take care of injuries when medical aid is
unavailable.
BIO: Melissa Franz works with different Community Emergency Response Teams and

corporations to educate them about proper first aid procedures and how to take care of injuries
in an emergency. Jeff Midgley has been a firefighter/EMT for the past 20 years. He has
treated thousands of patients in pre-hospital and emergency situations.
ROD L. MELDRUM
1. What Caused the Destruction at the Time of Christ's Death? The New Madrid, Missouri
Earthquake. Description: Many have speculated that the destruction observed in the Book
of Mormon at the time of Christ's death must have been caused by a volcanic eruption, yet
there is no mention of volcanoes in the text. Could there be another explanation? The
Heartland of North America is underlain by a earthquake fault system called the New
Madrid Seismic Zone that caused massive catastrophic destruction when it unleashed over
2,000 earthquakes in 1811-1812. Did a similar event occur near the time of Christ, and
what are the implications for the future of the United States of America?
2. Title: The New Madrid Earthquake Zone: Book of Mormon Parallels of Future Events in
America's Heartland (part 2) Description: Those who know about the New Madrid
Earthquake Zone understand the impact a massive event, like the one that rocked the
interior of America for 5 months in 1811-1812, could have. The devastation then was
enormous, but pales in contrast to what a similar event will do when it happens in the
future. Does the Book of Mormon contain the answers to previously unknown patterns of
destruction that occurred anciently, historically, and that may be a precursor to future
catastrophic events that await America's Heartland? Come find out what the future may
hold through Book of Mormon parallels that proceed a visit by Christ to America.
Rod L. Meldrum President - The FIRM Foundation and The Heartland Book of Mormon
Evidence Research, is a researcher, author and international lecturer on the truthfulness of the
Book of Mormon, its historical efficacy and the scriptural and physical evidences that have
recently been discovered indicating North America as the location where its epic history played
out. His highly referenced and comprehensive research, as shared in live presentations and
educational materials, has created a “swelling movement within the Church” according to Seth
Perry of the University of Chicago Divinity School. His depth of research and highly informative
and engaging visual presentations make him one of the most sought after speakers and
defenders of the Book of Mormon across the globe.
DR. KYLE CHRISTENSEN
1. Healing @ Home: Cold Laser Therapy Cold Laser Therapy is a safe and effective tool that can
assist you at home. Come learn how to erase pain, heal injuries fast, eliminate warts, sore
throats, “suspicious moles”, etc. Getting a home cold laser and knowing how to use it, is a must
for every home desiring to care for their own. We recommend using this inexpensive handheld
laser as part of your home health and prepping tools.
2. Healing @ Home: Emotions and Angels When we experience events in our life that we do not
have the support, experience or tools to adequately deal with often the subconscious will
suppress or trapped an emotion. Effective home treatment methods can assist you in releasing
trapped or hurtful emotions (without endless "let's talk about it" therapy). Additionally, we live
in a world that is intensely spiritual - with both good and bad influences. Learn how to invite
the good and repel the bad spiritual forces in your life.
3. Healing @ Home: Allergy Elimination Most allergies are referred to as Acquired Allergies. If
your body has the ability to acquire an allergy, it makes sense that it can also Unacquire the
allergy. Join Dr. Christensen and learn a safe and effective method to Eliminate Allergies, by
combining 3 different allergy elimination techniques. Also learn how to make your body
"Allergy Proof". Save money and assist other in regaining their health.
Bio: Dr. Kyle Christensen is a practicing chiropractic physician, naturopathic physician and master
herbalist. He is author of Herbal First Aid and Health Care: Medicine for a New Millennium (published by

Lotus Press, 2000). Dr. Christensen is a strong advocate of “preparing every needful thing” and believes that by
putting health care back into the hands of “the grandmas and grandpas”, we can avoid many of the catastrophic
health issues that plague our society.
JIM PHILIPS
1. The Hidden Disaster – Failed Sanitation Will Catch and Kill the Ignorant and
Unprepared.Sanitation is like a parachute – if you get it wrong you will die.
BIO: Jim Phillips is a nationally known speaker and teacher who has professionally taught
thousands of classes all across the United States for over 37 years. He is also a world
recognized expert in Cold Weather-Extreme weather survival. Jim is a strong advocate of selfreliance and family preparedness. He developed an entire preparedness curriculum by asking
himself the question "What if?" and then setting out to discover what actually does and does
not work. The answers he seeks (and then teaches) must be based on true principles derived
from first hand experience. Above all else, he believes that attitude and practical knowledge is
more critical to survival than having a bunch of "stuff." (“Who you are and what you know is far
more important than what you have.”) He encourages his students to develop a powerful
positive purpose and mission to live for and focus on in order to carry them through the serious
challenges of life.
WILL PAYNE & MEL WISENOR
1. USING INVESTMENT PRECIOUS GEMS TO ENHANCE YOUR PORTFOLIO
BIO: Will Payne has been in the precious gems business for over 50 years. A world renowned
gemologist and lecturer specializing in precious gems, his reputation and contacts are worldwide, with
access to gems direct from the mines throughout the world.
SARAH MENET
BIO: Very popular LDS speaker, Sarah’s near death experience (There Is No Death) is by far
the most detailed near death experience on record. Her vision of the future that she was
shown included the twin towers in New York Falling, the Economic Collapse of the United
States, and many other events… many which are yet to occur. Sarah spends her time
counseling and helping those who are in need.
TATIA NELSON
1. A Healthier Food Storage" which teaches listeners to maximize the nutrient value of their
food storage so they can live longer and healthier on the foods they store. This would
include tactics of sprouting, storing foods with a high nutrient density, and acquiring spices
to change the flavor of recipes over time (so they don't get tired of the same old thing from
their storage).
2. Using Herbs for General Family Care and emergencies when the Doctors & medics are not
available.
BIO: Tatia is a Master Herbalist from Good Earth Natural Foods who teaches and lectures
throughout Utah.
JACK MONNETT
1: Preparing for an EMP--the nation's primary threat and major precursor to global war.
Jack Monnett received his PhD from the University of Utah and has taught and administered in both
the LDS Church Educational System as well as in the Arizona Community Colleges. He is the founder of
Archive Publishers and Nauvoo House Publishers--publishing companies specializing in Latter-day Saint
literature. His varied experiences have taken him from president of a state Right to Life chapter to

president of a county Chamber of Commerce. He is married to Margie and they are the parents of
thirteen children. Jack is a popular author and speaker. His books include:
Revealed Educational Principles & the Public Schools
Awakening to Our Awful Situation: Warnings from the Nephite Prophets
Awakening to Our Awful Situation: Responding to Satan's War on Agency
When the Lights Went Out: An LDS/EMP Scenario
The Suffering of the Saints: A Latter-day Look at Religious Persecution
CONNIE NIELSEN
1. All about Sprouts. How to increase the nutritional value of your food by 400%--600%.
BIO: Connie, along with her husband Richard (who recently passed away) is the owner
and co-founder of Life Sprouts, and has literally become known as the Sprout People all
over the United States. They have been involved in multiple university studies, have
designed and invented some of the original sprouting kits, and are probably the most
knowledgable people on sprouts in the US.
TIM AALDER….Radio Personality
Tim Aalder is the voice of “FREEDOM’S VOICE” the Wasatch Front’s #1 show of local/national
conservative talk on KKTK “K-TALK RADIO.”
DOUG HUFFMAN
1. Close Quarters Personal Defense
2. Close Quarters Personal Defense /Escape and Evasion
BIO: Doug Huffman is the Head Trainer for Sierra Survival School. Over the last 10+ years
he has worked with, or instructed many organizations including: Special Forces, Navy
Seals, Homeland Security, Search & Rescue, FBI Special Agents, and Sheriff Departments
in wilderness/urban survival, tracking/counter tracking, escape & evasion, close quarter
combatives, pointman/scout/recon, team movements & communications. He also conducts
survival seminars for REI in Northern California and Nevada. In 2009, Sierra Survival was
featured over 10 times on local and national television stations. School of Survival and/or
Doug Huffman, have been featured in Sunset Magazine, The Fishsniffer Magazine, The
Sacramento Bee, Western Outdoors News, The Folsom Telegraph, Prime Ticket Sports
Network(cable-tv), Point/Counter Point(cable-tv), Good Day Sacramento Show, Capitol
Public Radio, ABC, NBC, CBS, many local newscasts, and recently on National
Geographic Preppers.
SHELBY SMITH
Shelby Smith is a mom of five great kids, ages 8, 11, 14, 16 and 18. She has a passion for
life, humor, theater and film, exercise, chocolate, homeschooling and especially family.
Shelby has had 6 solid years experience in theater and film, and has homeschooled her
kids for over six years. She has leading roles in two full length Christian films, as well as
many area commercials, music videos and training videos. She has been trained by
several great mentors in the art of speaking, and the youth are her favorite audience! She
has had the opportunity to mentor and present to acting students every week for the last 4

years, and recently had the opportunity to train at Utah's Youth for Freedom in St George,
Utah homeschooling conventions, and area schools. She can't wait to create a fun, yet
very informative experience for the youth at this event!
JOYCE KINMONT, LDSHEA
1. Homeschooling Essentials & the Future of Homeschooling vs Common Core.
BIO: Joyce Kinmont is founder and principle of the LDS Home Educators Association and is
senior editor of LDSHEA notes. Joyce has been in the forefront of teaching thousands about
homeschooling, and in defending a families rights to homeschool.
SHARON MORAN
Sharon Moran holds a degree in nutrition from Utah State University. She started with
Butterfly Express 10 years ago as an aroma therapist, working closely with the essential
oils and their individual frequencies. Sharon is also a cranio-sacral therapist and a Master
Gardener in the state of Idaho. Along with the study of essential oils, Sharon has also
extensively studied herbs and her first love, homeopathy. With this knowledge as a
foundation, she works to improve the quality of life of individuals through the use of natural and
alternative methods. Sharon currently consults with Butterfly Expressions teaching webinars
on line as well as teaching oil classes across the country, promulgating the beneficial effects of
alternative health. She works with LaRee in research and development of new products for
Butterfly Express. She is currently researching and compiling new homeopathics for the new
revision of the book, Butterfly Miracles with Homeopathic Remedies.
SUSAN BARNEY
Susan Barney is the General Manager of Butterfly Express. In this capacity, one of her main
responsibilities is providing clients with the resources to help themselves and their families find
alternatives to the main stream medical model. She plays a large role in the quality control and
procedures for the handling the essential oils. Susan has been working with Butterfly Express
for the past 4 years learning the many different aspects of the aroma therapy business. Her
work as a foot zone therapist has enabled her to interact with customers on an individual basis
as they learn to find alternative solutions to their health dilemmas.
JERON TREE:
Jeron Tree, (Retired)-23yr Veteran, highly-decorated, with the Army as a Special Forces,
Green Beret Medic. Founder of 360Defense, and Team Member of Operation Underground
Railroad project.
BRENT CRABTREE:
Dr. Brent L Crabtree, Trauma ER Physician with Kadlee Regional Medical Center. Graduate of BYUProvov w/ B.S., Graduate of Harvard School of Public Health w/ M.P.H., and George Washington
University w/M.D.

JIM NORLANDER:
Jim spent the last twenty-five years or more studying the original success formula of the Founding
Fathers. In 1997 he received the Citizen Statesman Award from the Utah Eagle Forum for his strong
moral position in stopping legislation that would hurt families and promote an agenda by the ACLU. He
later received a national award from Phyllis Schlafly, national Eagle Forum President. Similar awards
have been presented to President Ronald Reagan and William F. Buckley. Jim has run twice for
Congress on the Constitution Party ballot. He was “Tea Party” before Tea Party was cool. He has

been an invited speaker of the Utah Eagle Forum many times and has spoken to several national
audiences. His recent work on “The Difference Between Liberty and Freedom” has taken several years
to complete and has caught wide-spread attention. Jim believes America has a divine destiny which
has not yet been fulfilled and her greatest days are yet to come.

WENDI EDWARDS:
Wendie L. Edwards has written and published 11 books, author of the Millennial Glory and Reign
of Glory series, an ICU advanced certified Registered Nurse, Certified Health Coach, Lecturer, 9
time Utah Olympic Lifting Utah Record holder, 10 time gold medal winner in weight lifting sports,
mother of 9 children and grandmother of 5! Learn how she discovered age does not have to slow
you down! Learn about scientific research that corresponds with scriptures that changed her body
from Chronic illness to Optimal Health!

